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Description:

The LS-JF200 solar flood light combines high-efficiency LED arrays with reflector optics and good

heat dissipation design, provide energy efficient with low cost and less maintenance, as well

increase the stability and life span of the product. And it is made in the technology of Aluminum

die-casting integrally-mold and it is very good in corrosion and crack resistance.

Suitable places: Park, Plaza, Garden, Outer wall, Bridge, Building, Billboard ,etc.

Features:

1. High lumens, brightness increased by 50%! This product adopts the design of LED optical lens.

The lens can effectively gather the ray of the light source to improve the brightness and reduce

the light loss. The light is improved by more than 20 compared to the traditional reflector. At the

same time, the PC (Teijin) material is used in the lens of this product which has a transmittance of

92 after processing, which is much higher than 80 of the transmittance. Summing up the

advantages, under the same configuration, the overall lighting efficiency of this product is

improved by 30-50% compared with competition.

monitoring, full color night vision function;

2.P-MOS charging, charging efficiency increased by 20% ! This solar controller uses

PWM-controlled P-MOS charging, a unique charge/discharge management system with more

efficient charge/discharge efficiency. For example: The market routinely uses 6 V/ 30 W

photovoltaic panels with a peak charging current of 5 A; but our product uses 5 V/ 30 W

photovoltaic panels with a peak charging current of 6A. The charging efficiency is improved by

20%.

3.Multifunctional and portable design for wider practical scenes！ The product is equipped with

high-end leather handles, which can be used as portable lights, emergency lights, etc. It is

suitable for outdoor camping, night fishing and other application scenarios.

Specifications

Product model 200W

Lamp body material Die-casting aluminum

Lens material Polycarbonate

Lamp dimension (mm) 258*213*45

Number of LED (pcs) 144pcs 2835

Battery capacity Lithium iron phosphate 18AH

Photovoltaic panel A-level polycrystalline silicon 5V/25W (430*350mm)

Discharge current 3.2V/2.5A

Discharging time 18Hours

Lighting area(m²) 150

Control system Intelligent light control +remote control

IP Rating IP65

Luminous flux 1160LM

warranty 2 years
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Dimension

Excellent Performance Strong Protection

Solar monitoring flood light Large lithium battery
Brightness increased by 50%,charging rate

increased by 20%,power consumption reduced by

50%.

Large capacity lithium battery

Long endurance

Overcharge protection

Long life

Lithium iron phosphate 18Ah

Solar panel Aluminum structure
High efficiency polycrystalline panel up to 25 years.

A-level polycrystalline silicon 5V/25W (430*350mm)

18hours.

Super heat dissipation bracket can be

adjustable waterproof grade IP65.

High bright LED Handle
High lumen dual LED fisheye condenser optical lens

light distribution, brightness increased by 50%.

Portable hand lamp emergency light

suitable for outdoor camping, night

fishing, etc.
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Applications

Shopping center, exhibition hall,packing lot ,gymnastics ,stadium ,billboard, park , statue ,

government lighting decoration , landmark or building , public square and passage , building

connecting passage,telecommunication site and other indoor and outdoor lights applications.

Product feature:
NO need to pull wires, zero electricity charges.Full automatic light sensor, no management

required, supports multiple modes.

Automatic charging during the day Automatic light on at night

Efficient heat dissipation
Die-cast aluminum housing,efficiently transfer the heat.

Easy Installation
Simple assembly enables easy routine maintenance.

IP65 Waterproof Grade
Prevent dusts and water.

Professional Design
Fashionable radiator design, having patent protection.
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Installation instructions:
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Remote Structure : Matters Needing Attention:

1. The light's waterproof grade is IP65, able to withstand
rains,but it can't work under water.
2. Cut off power supply before and in installation
process.If the product is damaged due to Mel-operation,
it shall not be guaranteed. Please have it mounted by a
professional.
3. The light's operating ambient temperature is between
-25°C and 60°C.The temperature of operational site shall
not exceed 60°C, to ensure the light's service life.
4. Please don’t dismount the light without authorization.
Please contact professional maintenance personnel or the
manufacturer if the light isn't lit or is faulty otherwise.
5. The duration of after-sales service is dependent on
chip configuration. The specific duration of quality
guarantee is subject to the negotiation between user and
the manufacturer.
6. Solar panel should be placed where can receive
maximum sunlight directly.
7. Illumination time depends on the weather, seasons,
places, etc.
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